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Abstract. The necessity to apply original data about the size and the activity
distributions of hot particles has been arising at many post-Chernobyl research. Such
researches include first of all (i) studying of migration processes at soil-water
complexes, (ii) retrospective inhalation dose reconstruction for the population, and
(iii) validation different scenarios of the Chernobyl accident deployment.
Results of this research show that the fuel matrix in soil can be considered as
constant with accuracy 20-30% for transuranic nuclides and major of long-living
fission products. Temporal stability of hot particles at the natural environment gives
a unique possibility to use the hot particle size distribution data and the soil
contamination data for retrospective restoring of doses even 10 years later the
Chernobyl accident.
In present research the value of the integral of hot particle activity deposited into the
lung was calculated using a standard inhalation model which takes into account the
hot particle size distribution. This value normalised on the fallout density is equal

to 0.55 Bq/(Bqm'2) for areas nearby the Chernobyl NPP.

1. INTRODUCTION

The peculiarity of the Chernobyl accident was that a most part of radioactivity released the
emergency reactor was in the hot particle form [1].

Hot particles are meant all classes of radioactive particles (i) of condensation type
(caesium and ruthenium), and (ii) of fuel type having the radionuclide contents similar to
that of burnt out fuel. Hot particles represent a potential hazard to human, of which there
are principally two aspects.

Firstly, after deposition in (or on) the human body, hot particles produce huge local
doses. This can make a micro injury inside different organs (or on skin) as well as
contributing to late (carcinogenic) effects.

Secondly, hot particles are "repositories" of a large amount of transuranic radioactivity
which is encapsulated inside them. The solubility of hot particles and the degree of
mechanical destruction determine the biologically accessible fraction of transuranic
nuclides. Thus it forms the additional source of transuranic elements intake through the
food chain or dissolution inhaled hot particles.

2. METHODS

Identification of hot particles and measurements of their size and activity distribution
are carried out by well known and worked out methods of the emulsion autoradiography
(X-ray film PM-B, PM-1) for the beta component [2] and solid-state nuclear track
detection (SSNTD) (films of LR-115 and CR-39 types) for the alpha component [3].
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The lower level of detection (LLD) for the emulsion autoradiography is about 0.1
Bq/particle after the exposure time of 96 hours. In this way the minimal registered size of a
hot particle is about 0.05 um. The SSNTD method is able to identify a hot particle and
provides simultaneous measurement of its size and activity, and also gives information
about its radionuclide contents refusing destroying of a particle. The LLD of the latter
method is 0.1 mBq/cm2 after one week exposure time.

In contrary to methods above a standard radiochemical analysis destroys particles and is
only able to give the total amount of radionuclides in a sample. Additionally
radiochemistry of soil is laborious enough and can be hardly made as an automatic
procedure.

3. FORMATION OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION AFTER THE
CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT

Primarily the radioactive pollution of the environment took place by air transport of
radionuclides and their deposition onto the surface. In the bulk radionuclides were departed
to the air in a form of dispersed fuel particles and their mixture with inactive carriers. The
fuel component of the release comprised dispersed fuel matrix of UO2, UO3, U3O8 and
other. Inactive component contained a complex mixture made from graphite, building
materials of the reactor, materials used for overwhelming devastated areas of the reactor.

Gases departed the active zone of the reactor were mostly isotopes of Kr and Xe. Some
elements sublimated from the active zone and then deposited onto the surface as
mononuclide particles. Among those there were mostly isotopes of I and partially of Cs and
Ru. A formation of such mononuclide particles occurred at condensation centres which
may have been particles of dust, smoke etc. The caesium particles prevail in the region of
less than 1-2 um whereas fuel particles comprise mostly the region above. The ratio of the
fuel component to the condensation component is in the range 5-8 for the near zone [4].

Fuel particles in the main were forming contamination of the near zone whereas gaseous
and vapor components and partially fine fraction of fuel particles were contributing
contamination of the far zone. Proceeding the analysis of the structure, forms and mapping
density of radioactive pollution of the near zone, it can be assumed that the hot particles
were a main radiation factor of polluting the atmosphere and of forming inhalation doses of
the population after the Chernobyl accident.

The pollution of the zone in vicinity of the NPP was formed basically by hot particles
which radioactive contents coincides with the structure of burnt out fuel. In addition there
were met ruthenium (1-3%) and caesium (10-20%) types of particles.

By the 8th year after the accident the portion of the caesium activity aggregated in hot
particles is 40-80%. It should be taken into account that at the moment of the initial
explosion the departing particles were already depleted by caesium. Changes of the hot
particle dimensions structure in time is insignificant. Seven years of research from 1989 to
1994 gives the value of these changes about 10-20%. Processes of hot particle mechanical
destruction in soil and selective leaching of radionuclides from them have been
insignificant relatively to the rate of vertical migration. Thus the fuel matrix in soil can be
considered as approximately constant (with accuracy 20-30%) for transuranic nuclides and
major of long-living fission products.

The vertical activity distribution of soil 8 years after the accident basically (90-95%) is
condensed in the higher layer of 5-10 cm. Only trace amounts of caesium and strontium
are tracked below 10 cm. The activity distribution depends locally on a soil type and water
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regime. The number of hot particles varies from 70-80% in the top 0-2 cm layer down to 1-
3 % in the 6-8 cm layer. Below 10 cm hot particles are observed hardly.

4. RETROSPECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF HOT PARTICLE INTAKE INTO THE
LUNG

The spatial distribution of airborne hot particles during earliest fallout with regard to HP
dimensions and activities is very important and in the same time is the least investigated
side of the entire HP problem. The information about this distribution based on direct
measurements almost completely absents. Such a sort of situation forces to face to indirect
methods to make HP lung intake estimation [5].

In most simple way, the intake model looks as follows. Suppose, a human situated in
damage territory all the time of radioactive ground trace formation (with accuracy about
"human behavior coefficient" which approximately equals to 0.5). Human lung may be
considered as a filter system into falling down radioactive dust.

The amount (or the integral activity) of radioaerosols of a given size / deposited in the
respiratory tract can be determined by two alternative ways

I = vS CT =kQCT (1)

where S - effective lung capacity of aerosol retention (m2), v - sedimentation velocity of

particles (m sec"1), Q - respired volume (m3 day*1), k - coefficient of aerosol deposition into

the lung, C - concentration of aerosols (particle m" or Bq m"), T - time.

For aerosols of a wide size range their size distribution Pr should be taken into
consideration

S.-&2.. (2)

Then the effective lung capacity of aerosol retention becomes the integral through all
range of dimensions r

dr- (3)

Thus it means that the fallout density A (Bq-nr2) could be applied for calculation of the
integral hot particle activity / deposited into human lung during an accident

I = AStff. (4)

One practical example could demonstrate the application of such an approach. The data
of soil fallout may be approximated by log normal distribution and thus the geometric
dimensions distribution P can have the following look

1

For the particular area inside Chernobyl NPP Exclusion Zone we have recently found:
X = 2.23 (am, S = 0.32. It means that for Q = 30 m3 day1, the value of effective retention
capacity S ejy obtained after integration is equal to S e^= 0.55 m2. Thus the integral / of HP

ejy
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activity deposited into the lung normalised on the fallout density A numerically equals

I/A = 0.55 Bq/(Bq-m-2).

5. DISCUSSION

Results of this research show that the fuel matrix in soil can be considered as constant
with accuracy 20-30% for transuranic nuclides and major of long-living fission products.
Temporal stability of hot particles at the natural environment gives a unique possibility to
use the hot particle size distribution data and the soil contamination data for retrospective
restoring of doses even 10 years later the Chernobyl accident.

Approximately by convention, whole the period of inhalation doses formation could be
divided by two stages:

1. Short-term period of primary air pollution directly from the destroyed active zone
(April-May 1986).

2. Period of secondary atmospheric pollution in result of re-suspension.

The first period distinguishes by high concentration of primary radioactive particles and
availability of a plenty short-living radionuclides in air.

An important feature of that stage was that hot particles massively irradiated (by beta
emitters) lung of many people could not have been subsequently found inside their bodies
because of relatively fast removal from top compartments of lung (during several days).
However calculations show that these hot particles could make a main contribution in
inhalation dose for a broad group of the population. In present research the value of the
integral of hot particle activity deposited into the lung was calculated using a standard
inhalation model which takes into account the hot particle size distribution. This value

normalised on the fallout density is equal to 0.55Bq/(Bq-nr2) for some areas inside the
ChNPP Exclusion Zone.

The second stage is stretched in time by now. It has been attributed with considerably
lower intensity of radioaerosol sources (some orders of magnitude). Main dose forming
radionuclides has been caesium, strontium and actinides. The hot particle size distribution
has been conditioned on soil grain properties. The source of secondary airborne hot
particles has been the soil surface, plants, buildings etc.
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